Publications

One of the tasks of the Frontinus Society is to publish the research results of its members and other scientists. The following publication series are available:

Frontinus-Newspapers: This publication series presents the activities of the association for the members and other interested individuals. A total of 57 editions have been published so far.

The booklets of the Frontinus series: This series publishes individual articles. At present, 30 issues have been published.

The book series "History of water supply": These books deal thematically with a single aspect of the history of water supply in several chapters or in several technical articles. To date, 7 books of this book series have been published, among them volume 1 "Wasserversorgung im antiken Rom" (Water supply in ancient Rome) with the original Latin text by Frontinus, a German translation and technical essays on this subject.

The supplement volumes and special volumes include other book publications of the Frontinus Society itself.

The BABESCH volumes include the conference proceedings of the symposia and conferences as well as other important monograph publications of the Frontinus Society.

The Frontinus annual bibliography compiles new publications concerning the topics of the Frontinus Society.

There are some additional monographs and further publications which we would like to point out because they are closely connected with our field of activity.